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ABOUT SOUTH SHORES CHURCH
Located just half of a mile from the famous Pacific Coast Highway in Dana Point,
California, South Shores Church has been serving Southern California coastal
communities for over 60 years.
With panoramic views of the ocean, Saddleback Mountain, and surrounding city
lights, and a campus built on six acres of land, South Shores Church is the home
to a 584-seat sanctuary, with additional rooms dedicated to adult and children’s
ministry meeting spaces, additional fellowship rooms, staff offices, and an
outdoor deck overlooking the ocean.

THE CHALLENGE
With a growing church congregation, and spaces that were built as early as 1960, the team at South Shores Church knew that they
needed to renovate and expand their property to not only welcome more people to their campus, but to also modernize the
experience to create a connection with people from the moment they stepped out of their car.
Musical worship was also an increasing priority for the church which contributed to their desire to enhance acoustics throughout the
entire property as part of the renovation. With no audio in the outdoor spaces of the church, and a need to improve audio quality for
band-style worship inside of the main sanctuary, the team at South Shores Church needed to find an audio solution with common
voicing in multiple form factors for the indoor and outdoor spaces.
As the team dreamt up their ultimate audio solution for the newly renovated campus, the Coronavirus pandemic quickly impacted
the vision and emphasis on enhancing their outdoor space. With less people spending time inside of the main sanctuary due to new
regulations, investing in evenly distributed outdoor audio would allow people to worship and enjoy the live music experience from
anywhere on the grounds.
With a very broad vision, and a desire for high-quality audio to elevate their campus, the team at South Shores Church turned to
Sonance to bring their vision to life.

REQUIREMENTS
• Find an audio solution with common voicing to connect with people from the moment they get out of their cars,

to entering the foyer and main sanctuary
• Best-in-class fidelity and uncompromised sonic performance in 70V/100V applications
• Weatherproof outdoor-rated audio solution that can withstand the elements

METHODOLOGY
Professional audio integration is more than merely filling a space with sound. It’s a tangible design element and a critical part of the
space’s environment that is meant to create a mood and elevate the senses without distracting from the designer’s vision and
aesthetic goals. For over 30 years, the architectural speaker pioneers at Sonance have continually explored and refined the fine art of
musical fidelity within a designed space, with their series of award-winning in-wall and in-ceiling speakers.
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“South Shores Church is a very music centric church. Whether it’s
traditional worship music or contemporary music, the audio system is
really important. Now more than ever, we realize the importance of
making sure that experience is not only top notch inside of the sanctuary,
but outdoors as well. That’s why we invested so much to enhance our
systems throughout the property. The Sonance products have really
elevated and modernized our ability to connect with people throughout
the entire campus.”
Robert Mayer Pastor of Worship, South Shores Church.

RESULTS
From the parking lot, to the planters lining the entrance of the property and
the rafters supporting the roof, the South Shores Church outdoor installation
consists of a combination of 4.5” and 6.5” Landscape Series Satellite
speakers, 12” and 15” Landscape Series Subwoofers, two omnidirectional
70V/100V OMNI-6T speakers, and a variety of Surface Mount Woofers.
The weatherproof construction of the products safeguards the speakers
against moisture and other outdoor elements. Sonance's broad offering of
outdoor products and form factors also allowed the South Shores team to
fill varying landscapes with full range sound while retaining common voicing space to space.
In the main foyer, Sonance Professional Series In-Ceiling speakers were installed to ensure a consistent continuum of sound was had
from the outdoor spaces to indoors.
To control the audio, IPORT LUXE was installed in the control booth to run the dLive MixPad mixing tool software that pairs with the
Allen & Heath mixing system. The ability to use an iPad as a mobile mixing unit has enabled the audio staff to keep tabs on audio
performance across all zones, inside and outside, during live services. And to ensure all systems run smoothly and clearly, the SonAmp
DSP 2-750 was installed to optimize performance across all speakers.
The placement of speakers throughout the property provides an impactful and consistent experience to ensure people can enjoy
worship services from anywhere on the property, which is particularly important today, as congregation members can social distance
outdoors while enjoying the sermon and the surrounding ocean views.

Surface Mount 8” Woofer
PS-S83WT

In-Ceiling 8” Woofer
PS-C83RWT

Satellite
LS6T SAT

OMNI-6T

Surface Mount 6” Speaker
PS-S63T

In-Ceiling 6” Speaker
PS-C63RT

Satellite
LS4T SAT

Subwoofers
LS12T SUB
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
IPORT LUXE is the premium wireless charging and mounting system for iPad designed for charging on table-top or on-wall. The LUXE
Case is a thin, symmetrical, aluminum enclosure that protects iPad and grants you complete access to all iPad buttons, microphones,
cameras, and speakers. LUXE BaseStation allows iPad to charge wirelessly and mount via embedded magnets with an adjustable
mounting joint that facilitates a variety of orientations. Security features of the BaseStation include the ability to lock the case onto
the base, as well as installing the base onto a table, wall, or solid surface. BaseStation can be powered by its USB adapter or optionally, via PoE using the IPORT PoE Splitter (sold separately). LUXE WallStation is the smallest, most elegant iPad wall mount and made of
a singular piece of aluminum. Utilizing IPORT’s PoE Splitter and a standard CAT cable, WallStation can be up to 300 ft. from its power
source. With its minimalist design and premium finishes, IPORT LUXE blends iPad into the design of any space while allowing the iPad
to stay charged and protected at all times.

IPORT LUXE
•
•
•
•

Dock and charge iPad wirelessly in portrait or landscape, on a table or wall
Precision machined aluminum components for a refined and minimalist aesthetic
Optional security feature locks case and base to any solid surface
Power via USB power supply or standard PoE

ABOUT IPORT
In 2004, IPORT saw an opportunity to integrate everyone’s favorite Apple products in a simple way into our everyday lives. Beginning
with the world’s first in-wall dock for iPod, and later evolving into in-wall mounts for iPad and iPod touch, the company realized that
IPORT could help end-users turn their tablet into a simple and functional business tool or home controller.
Today, industry-wide praise continues to grow as IPORT redefines where and how you can use tablets in residences and commercial
applications alike. From residences, healthcare facilities, corporate offices, hotel rooms and fleet vehicles, IPORT products solve real
problems and enhance the usability of tablets in business and at home every day.
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